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The Bond Review

Awareness should be raised within the mathematical
sciences community of wider research challenges and
societal challenges (including the sustainable

“

development goals addressed by the Global Challenges
Research Fund, GCRF) and deeper integration of
mathematics should be promoted within industrial
challenges (including the Industrial Strategy Challenge
Fund, ISCF).

The Era of Mathematics. An Independent Review into KE in the Mathematical Sciences (2018)
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Why did the UK need a new industrial strategy

[Governments] evidence gathering and engagement has considered three major strands that must be
addressed:
1. Weaknesses within the UK’s economy and challenges ahead
2. Shortcomings of existing UK industrial policy practice
3. Rapid technological change in an evolving global economy

Ref: Laying the Foundations. The Industrial Strategy Commission. (2017)
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Working Towards 2.4 %

In 2015 UK’s expenditure on R&D represented 1.7% of
GDP – below the OECD average R&D intensity of 2.4%.
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Refs: OECD (2018), OECD (2015), and Cable, V (2014)

Uneven distribution of wealth creation

Size of circle proportional to
deviation of productivity from UK
mean.
Red is less productive, green is more
productive.

Ref: ONS (2019)
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Innovation Rankings
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The Industrial Strategy & Challenge Fund
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The Industrial Strategy
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Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund

The Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund is part of government’s Industrial Strategy, the long-term plan to raise
productivity and earning power in the UK.
The fund is a core pillar in the government’s commitment to increase funding in research and development by
£4.7 billion over 4 years to strengthen UK science and business.
Industry-led and powered by multi-disciplinary research and business-academic collaboration.
Ensures that scientific investment truly delivers economic impact, jobs and growth right across the country.
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What are the challenges?
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Wave 1
(April 2017 +)
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Wave 2
(April 2018 +)
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Wave 3
(April 2019 +?)

What do the challenges have to address?
1. Grand Challenge alignment
2. Overview, to include:

•
•
•
•

Imperative
Goals
Enabling steps
Benefits

3. Productivity growth
4. Market opportunity
5. UK strengths and competitive advantage
6. Demand from industry
7. Why ISCF and how much
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Wave 1 Challenges (c. £ 1 bn)

Leading-Edge
Healthcare
Challenge
(including
Medicines Mfg)
up to £188m

Faraday
Battery
Challenge
up to £246m

Robotics and
AI in extreme
environments
Challenge
up to £93m

Next Gen.
Affordable
Lightweight
Materials Mfg
(ATI projects)
up to £26m

Autonomous
Vehicles
(CCAV
projects)
up to £38m

National
Satellite Test
Facility
up to £99m
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Wave 2 Challenges (up to £729.5 m)
Audience of the future
(up to £33m)

Early diagnosis & precision
med (up to £196m)

Energy revolution
(up to £102.5m)

Healthy ageing
(up to £98m)

Next generation
services (up to £20m)

Quantum technology
(up to £20m)

Transforming construction
(up to £170m)

Transforming food
production (up to £90m)
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Wave 3 Challenges - subject to business case approval

Commercialising quantum
technologies (up to £70m)

Digital security by design (up
to £70m)

Industrial decarbonisation (up
to £170m)

Manufacturing made smarter
(up to £121m)

Smart sustainable plastic
packaging (up to £60m)

Transforming foundation
industries (up to £66m)

Driving the electric revolution
(up to £78m)

Future flight (up to £125m)
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Accelerating detection of
disease (up to £79m)

Where do challenges come from?
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Wave 1
(April 2017 +)

Wave 2
(April 2018 +)

Wave 3
(April 2019 +?)

Challenges ready to run

Challenges developed from
existing knowledge

Challenges developed from the
community by open EoI

?
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Wave 1 example - Leading-edge healthcare: provenance

Ministerial Industry
Steering group
(MISG)

2013

Advanced Therapies
Task Force (ATM)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Competitions Launched

Medicines
Manufacturing
Industry Partnership
(MMIP) formed
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ISCF Announced

ISCF Wave 1
Medicines
Manufacturing
Announced
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Wave 1 example - Faraday Challenge: Delivery

Application-Led
Research

Collaborative
Research & Development

£ 80m
EPSRC

Demonstration and
Testing Capabilities

£ 88m
Innovate UK
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Industrialisation and
secure overseas
investment in the UK

Wave 1 example - Leading-edge healthcare
£181m to develop first-of-a-kind technologies for the manufacture of
medicines to accelerate patient access to new drugs and treatments
Vaccines Development
& Manufacturing Centre

Medicines
Manufacturing
Innovation Centre

Cell & Gene Therapy
Manufacturing Centre

£66 m

£13m

£12m

Advanced Therapies
Treatment Centres

Medicines
Manufacturing
Collaborative R&D

Digital Health
Technology Catalyst

£30m

£25m

£35m

Viral vector production
for cell and gene therapies

Digitilisation of
Medicines Manufacturing

£5.6m

£8m
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What do challenges have in common?

Essential

Helpful

• Industrial backing
•Clear articulation to Grand Challenge / societal imperative
•Preparation
•Cooperation

• Sector Council or other recognised industry body
• Sector deal
• Government buy-in
• UKRI buy-in
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The mathematical sciences in the ISCF
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Mathematical Sciences and the ISCF

The mathematical sciences have the potential to contribute to all these strategic challenges, there are
already major investments across the UK into mathematical research programmes which are hugely
relevant to the ISCF programme.
Programmes such as the INI Mathematics of Energy Systems, EPSRC Centres for Mathematical Sciences
in Healthcare, dedicated programmes at the Turing Institute, new (and old) Centres for Doctoral Training
(InFoMM, STOR-i, SAMBA), Heilbronn Institute for Mathematical Research and many others. These
provide a mass of research focus, students and research staﬀ who could transform many of these
challenges through the disruptive approach mathematical science brings.
These programmes are on the whole however uncoordinated, unaware and unengaged with the ISCF in a
strategic sense.
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What is in it for the mathematical sciences?

ISCF provides huge opportunities for mathematicians to exploit their ability to gain understanding and
to provide disruptive thinking on critical issues by providing novel theoretical frameworks for
understanding behaviour.
Engagement requires mathematicians to be involved in large consortia across disciplines and in
collaboration with end users
Benefits include support of high quality research staﬀ, novel questions to explore, time to dig deep into
the underlying theory, ability to make future mathematicians who can apply their talents to practical
problem of great importance.

C. Please. Summary. A Mathematicians Experience with the ISCF (2019)
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Mathematical Sciences and the ISCF Workshop
Three day workshop was a joint exercise by KTN, INI and ICMS funded through
the strategic workshops scheme at ICMS, and match funded by INI.
Steering committee ensured representation from OR, pure, applied
mathematics and statistics across the 70 attendees.
Unique opportunity to discuss ISCF challenges with senior UKRI
representatives including Sir Ian Diamond, Mike Biddle, various challenge leads
and innovation leads across Innovate UK, and EPSRC.
Final day structured around writing our own mathematical science inspired
ISCF “bids”, conversations prompted by senior business representatives;
PepsiCo, National Grid, Dstl, GlaxoSmithKline and Rolls-Royce.
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Mathematical Sciences and the ISCF Workshop

Day One:
Waves 1 & Two

Day Two:
Wave 3

Day Three:
Future Waves?

Challenges are scoped
and competitions are in
delivery

Challenges are scoped
and programmes are
being planned

No announcement so far,
but can we be ready for
the future?
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Mathematical Sciences and the ISCF Workshop

Participants were asked to discuss with the UKRI representatives;
1. What are the mathematical sciences doing already in relation to this challenge, and the names of industrial
organisations who are involved?
2. What (more) could the mathematical sciences bring to the challenge and how does it relate to the challenge
objectives?
3. Names of UK mathematical scientists to ‘champion’ the communities interaction with this challenge
4. Examples of relevant case studies
5. ‘Bullet point statements’ which could be included in call scopes
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Challenges discussed
Faraday battery
challenge (up to £246m)

Energy revolution (up to
£102.5m)

Early diagnosis &
precision medicine (up to
£196m)

Transforming construction
(up to £170m)

Industrial
decarbonisation (up to
£170m)

Manufacturing made
smarter (up to £121m)

Commercialising
quantum technologies
(up to £70m)

Transforming foundation
industries (up to £66m)

Driving the electric
revolution (up to £78m)

Healthy ageing (up to
£98m)
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Transforming food production
(up to £90m)

Digital security by design
(up to £70m)

Smart sustainable plastic
packaging (up to £60m)

Previous attempts to engage strategically

3 back-to-back one week meetings were held at the Newton Institute in 2001 on:
‘Free Boundary Problems in the Glass, Food and Metal Industries’
Academic lead and financial support (10K)
Highlights:
Float glass stability,
Chocolate coating, boluses,
Blast furnace design

Ref: J. R. Ockendon. Making Industrial Mathematics Mutually Beneficial (2019)
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Well formed challenge responses
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Healthy Ageing

W2

The number of people over 75 in the UK today is one in 12. By 2040, it will rise to one in 7.
We’re also living for longer and a third of children born now are expected to live to 100.
This presents a challenge to health services, but it is also an opportunity for businesses and
researchers who can help people to stay active and productive as they age.
This challenge will support UK government’s mission to ensure people can enjoy at least 5 extra
healthy, independent years of life by 2035, while narrowing the gap between the experiences of
the richest and poorest.
Through the challenge, government will bring together UK businesses and researchers to
support people to stay in their homes for longer, tackle loneliness, and increase independence
and wellbeing.
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Healthy Ageing

W2

•Network analysis to understanding the provision of service for diﬀerent communities / demographics and health
and social care

•Realtime analytics for monitoring people in their homes to reduce reliance on GPs / hospitals.
•Financial mathematics for the modelling and design of future financial products (pensions, insurance etc), robust
and appropriate for the ageing population.

•Natural language processing (NLP) for inferring behaviour from speech or written documentation.
•Image recognition for recognising mental health issues through integration with smart phone technology.
•Agent based modelling and collective dynamics for the design of future community spaces to tackle lonliness.
•Graph theory applied to social media networks to predict at risk groups.
•Machine learning, and AI for personalised nutrition for ageing communities
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Healthy Ageing

W2

Mobile technologies oﬀer new opportunities for prospective, high resolution monitoring of
long-term health conditions. The opportunities seem to be of particular promise in psychiatry
where diagnoses often rely on retrospective and subjective recall of mood states.
A signature-based learning method was used to capture the evolving interrelationships
between the diﬀerent elements of mood and exploit this information to classify participants'
diagnosis and to predict subsequent mood.
The three participant groups could be distinguished from one another on the basis of selfreported mood using the signature methodology. The signature method provided an eﬀective
approach to the analysis of mood data both in terms of diagnostic classification and prediction
of future mood. It also highlighted the diﬀering predictability and the overlap inherent within
disorders.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30546013
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Prospering from the Energy Revolution

W2

Smart energy systems can intelligently link energy supply, storage and use, and power heating
and transport in ways that dramatically improve eﬃciency. It’s a huge market opportunity, with
$2 trillion a year estimated to be invested in global energy infrastructure.
The government is enabling the UK to take advantage of this by funding industry and
researchers to create new systems. They will provide cleaner, cheaper energy, while creating
high value jobs for the UK.
Doing so will meet government’s priorities set out in the Clean Growth Strategy, the Smart
Energy Systems and Flexibility Plan and Industrial Strategy’s clean growth pillar. It will help the
UK to meet air quality targets at lower investment costs, avoid power cuts and ensure its
compliance with the fifth carbon budget (from 2028).
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Prospering from the Energy Revolution

W2

• Stochastic models of distributed supply and demand, which are required for both system operation, control and
planning.

• Probabilistic modelling of capacity markets to reduce the risk of capacity shortages.
• Smart meter data analysis.
• Novel forecasting methods (classification, unsupervised learning) for understanding the variability, volatility,
seasonality, and diversity of renewable energy sources.

• Scheduling maintenance.
• Design and operation of local energy markets and peer-to-peer trading.
• Forecasting pricing, incentive modelling, and dynamic pricing including vehicle to grid (V2G).
• Modelling demand for electric vehicle charging, including access to oﬀ-street parking including accounting for
uncertain uptake in innovative technologies.

• Optimising asset management.
• Arbitrage and demand-side management of energy storage.
• Optimal control of networks with low inertia.
• Modelling domestic heating and behavioural/consumption for distinct dwelling-types
www.ktn-uk.org. @KTNUK
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Prospering from the Energy Revolution

W2

To avoid blackouts, it is vital that demand for electricity does not exceed supply. Mathematical
scientists from the Universities of Durham and Heriot Watt were commissioned by the
National Grid to assess the risks of generating capacity shortages over a period of five winters.
The researchers used a probabilistic approach, combined with sensitivity analysis, to analyse
uncertainties related to intermittent wind generation, power plant closures, and overall
electricity demand.
Their results are published in Ofgem’s publically-available Electricity Capacity Assessment
2012 and 2013 reports, which have provided a key input to government policy on security of
electricity supply. Their work is further described in a REF 2014 Impact Case, Supporting the
GB Electricity Market: Capacity Assessment and Capacity Market Design
https://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=11796.
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Faraday Battery Challenge

W2

More and more people are making the switch to fully electric and zero emission vehicles. As
petrol and diesel cars come to be phased out this market is only going to grow - to an estimated
£5 billion in the UK and £50 billion in Europe by 2025.
The £246 million Faraday battery challenge will invest in research and innovation projects and
establish new facilities in battery production, use and recycling.
These batteries will be more cost - eﬀective, durable and lightweight than ever before, with
improvements to their performance, safety and sustainability.
Their use will go beyond the automotive sector, crossing over into other applications within
the low carbon, electrified economy.
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Faraday Battery Challenge

W2

•Physical, electrochemical models for predicting solid state transport, reaction kinetics, mechanical deformation,
thermal generation, and expansion in a highly convoluted porous geometry.

•PDE modelling, asymptotic methods and numerical methods to describe diﬀerent batteries and varying
timescales.

•Data science and AI combined with first-principles models to identify mechanisms and correlations associated
with (i) battery materials health; (ii) electrode formulations and structures; and (iii) cell ageing to design and
control novel battery architectures for maximal lifetimes, and minimal failure rates.

•Economic modelling / option pricing for storage and charging .
•Economics for servitisation model for batteries.
•Dynamical networks models of modules, cells etc., and management.
•Inverse problems; in particular this could be applied to: (i) electrode manufacture, (ii) cell performance (given
electrode characteristics and cell design); (iii) ageing

•Use of robust UQ methods for linking multiple scales (lengths and time)
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Not so well formed challenges responses
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Industrial Decarbonisation

W3

Announced at COP24 climate talks, this challenge will develop and deploy low carbon
technologies and enabling infrastructure in one or more heavily industrialised areas and aims to
create at least one low carbon cluster by 2030.
Subject to business case and match funding from industry, government is prepared to invest up
to £170 million in this challenge
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Industrial Decarbonisation

W3

•Decision making under uncertainty, probabilistic assessments for carbon capture and storage technologies.
•Models of geological risk of leakage of captured carbon.
•Modelling, risk and economics of manufacturing processes
•Continuum models of fluids, chemistry, heat involved in the sequestration process.
•Cost / benefit analysis – of retrofit carbon capture equipment or of new-build power stations.
•Game theory – one industry gains, one loses, understanding the relationship between oil price and plastic
manufacture.

•Economic modelling of costs of captured carbon dioxide transport versus utilisation.
•Mapping and inventories of stored carbon.

** focus of discussion was on carbon capture technologies.
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Industrial Decarbonisation

W3

Carbon sequestration is the process involved in carbon capture and long-term storage of carbon
dioxide, and is a vital tool in climate change mitigation.
Informed by novel laboratory experiments, mathematical scientists at the University of Cambridge
developed fluid dynamics models to describe the spread and leakage of carbon dioxide injected into a
porous medium. They successfully validated their models against field data collected in the North Sea.
The lead researcher was invited to Chair the European Academies Science Advisory Council (EASAC)
Working Group on Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) which published a report on the potential and
challenges of CCS for the European Parliament in 2013. This research has also made an important
contribution to the Australian Government’s policy on CCS.
For more details, see the University of Cambridge’s REF 2014 impact case study Carbon dioxide
sequestration
https://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=22417.
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Smart Sustainable Plastic Packaging

W3

This challenge will develop a new generation of advanced and sustainable plastic packaging to
reduce single-use plastics, increase recyclability and the amount of plastic packaging that is
recycled and ultimately reduce the amount of plastic waste entering the environment.
The challenge will develop new forms of plastic and consumer-friendly packaging formats that
can contain more recycled material and are easier to recycle and find new ways of recycling
plastic packaging that is currently wasted or ends up in the environment.
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Smart Sustainable Plastic Packaging

W3

• Game theory for modelling circular economy and sustainability; using incentivisation
schemes.

• Mathematical modelling of reaction kinetics for plastic breakdown pathways; for natural
breakdown and assisted breakdown.

• Data mining and inference of chemical databases to find candidate material for plastics use
considering likely reaction pathways.

• Modelling possible migration from a plastic materials over a range of timescales.
• Modelling energy eﬃcient plastic extrusion processes, for next generation materials.
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Smart Sustainable Plastic Packaging

W3

The production of plastic (polymer) waste and the diﬃculties associated with its disposal is a major
environmental challenge. Many polymer food packaging structures are made using thermoforming
processes in which hot thin oil-based polymer sheets are forced under pressure into moulds and then
cooled to become thin-walled packaging structures. These structures are not eco-friendly and do not
degrade after use. Thus unless they are recycled, which is a complicated process and mostly does not
happen, these structures cause major environmental problems worldwide.
Researchers in Brunel Institute of Computational Mathematics (BICOM) have undertaken extensive
computational modelling of the thermoforming of packaging structures made from bio-materials
(thermoplastics). This computational work, together with the necessary laboratory experiments which
were executed by Brunel engineers, has contributed to a far better understanding of the behaviour of
starch-based biodegradable food packaging. In turn, the availability of such knowledge has contributed
to the steady move by food packagers and food retailers towards the adoption of such packaging
which is helping to reduce the amount of long term non-biodegradable waste produced.
https://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies/CaseStudy.aspx?Id=20954
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Summary
ISCF provides huge opportunities for mathematicians to exploit their ability to gain understanding and to provide
disruptive thinking on critical issues by providing novel theoretical frameworks for understanding behaviour.
Benefits include support of high quality research staﬀ, novel questions to explore, time to dig deep into the
underlying theory, ability to make future mathematicians who can apply their talents to practical problem of great
importance.
We have made an attempt to engage the community to understand where the overlap of research interests are
with the challenge areas:
1. Some are well understood proposition well defined and now needs community involvement to engage with
the process (attend briefings, speak with industry contacts, start to develop ideas)
2. Other require research challenges to be better understood, requiring discussion with industry leaders and
challenge holders.
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How would I get involved?

1. Funded programmes / demonstrators/pilots etc.
2. Key decision makers / influencers (industry groups)
3. Will they have further challenges to address?
4. Drum-beat of ISCF will be running regardless. Keep up to date with briefings, announcements etc.
www.ktn-uk.org.
5. Industry contacts, are they involved in the challenges?
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What is the mathematical science community doing?
Well-developed understanding of areas of interest (historically where there has already been good maths
engagement). These summaries need validation, and need champions.
There remain ISCF challenges which still require clarification; it is not clear what the mathematical science
oﬀer is, and what stimulating research could develop: suggestions:
1. Strategic Study Groups to engage challenge leads / industry representatives to better articulate the
mathematical science oﬀer, for example; Clean & Sustainable Growth Study Group, Nottingham 29/4 1/5 (inc. Tata Steel for Transforming the Foundation Industries).
2. Other opportunities, and workshop upcoming which could incorporate other challenges, or appetite
for a dedicated activity developed, and delivered from the UK mathematics community? Inc.
infrastructure.
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Questions?

Do you have further ideas for how the mathematical science community can get more involved?
What do you need to feel comfortable to go and talk to your departments about ISCF?
Future waves. Co-created challenges. Do we understand where the goal posts are to be ready for the future?
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